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Towns and burghers in the territory of Poland
at the turn of the 13th and the 14th c.
The period between the end of the 11th and the beginning of the 14th c. in the history of Europe is the time of birth of a new urban culture. Its essence was the urban
commune, which gave rise to a new self-government model of the European town.
Countries of Western and Central Europe in the course of the 12th and the 13th c. became covered with a network of several thousands of new towns, which constitute
the framework of the European urban landscape to the present day. Effects of urbanisation were of global nature – urbanisation influenced both settlement structure and
economic phenomena. It also led to profound social and cultural changes1.
The new urban culture reached the territory of Poland in the 13th c., together with
the great settlement movement called the colonisation according to the German law
patterns. A homogenous constitutional and spatial model of a location town (referred
to as civitas in 13th c. sources), which was formed in the West, began to gradually replace earlier native forms of urban life. At the end of the 12th c. around 200 markets
functioned in the territory of Poland. They fulfilled the role of centres of local trade.
Almost half of them functioned near the centres of ducal administration, where several dozens of early urban centres also developed.2 They were remarkable for their
polycentric spatial structure, which consisted of a stronghold, which fulfilled military
and administrative functions, production settlements and market centres which were
attached to the stronghold, and ecclesiastical institutions (a cathedral, monasteries).
Since the 12th c. spatially separated settlements of foreign merchants commenced to
originate near the most important strongholds (Wrocław, Kraków, Szczecin).3 Cas1
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tellan strongholds and markets, in spite of the fact that location towns developed
near some of them, were not per se a town-making factor. The way of appearance of
the institution of the location town in the territory of Poland was opened by the crisis
of the administrative and economic government of Piast duchies, which was based
upon castellan strongholds. This crisis became notable at the end of the 12th c. 4 Rulers intended towns and related judicial districts (Weichbilder) to became a basis of a
new system of territorial administration. Reception of the new urban culture meant
a social and economic revolution, as it consisted in creating new forms of urban settlement according to the program brought from outside. 5
Foundation and supporting of new towns belonged since the mid-12th c. to the
most important elements of building of territorial rules and strengthening the position of a ruler in Central and Western Europe.6 The town provided the ruler with income from the land rent and market regale and thanks to its fortifications it constituted an important element in the defensive system of the territorial rule. The process
of urbanisation was both related to the legal and spatial reconstruction of already existing urban settlements and to foundations of towns on the so-called “raw root” (on
previously undeveloped sites). Within the framework of the colonisation according
to the German law patterns a model of developing of large areas was worked out,
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where urban centres played the role of an economic, judicial and administrative centre for villages which surrounded them.7 Location changes undertaken in already
existing administrative and market centres led to a concentration of functions which
were previously fulfilled by settlements related to a castellan stronghold within one
spatially coherent urban centre. In the place of scattered, irregularly built-up multimodule centres of urban nature a regularly measured and homogenous urban layout
was coming into existence.8
The politically divided Piast monarchy did not create homogenous conditions
for the reception of new patterns and urbanisation. Intensity of the process of formation of the new urban landscape was a resultant of policy of the territorial rule, social
and economic development of a given province and the inflow of settlers from the
West, mainly from Germany. The first Piast ruler who made use of town foundations
and the colonisation as a means to strengthen the territorial rule and to reconstruct its
economic basis was the Silesian Duke Henryk the Bearded.
Town locations in Silesia which were carried out in the first three decades of the
th
13 c. were mainly related to the development of forest areas situated along the borders and in the central part of the province. New urban settlements fulfilled the role
of local exchange centres and craftsmanship production for rural settlement and mining. The colonisation action was led both by dukes, Henryk the Bearded and Kazimierz of Opole, by bishops of Wrocław, by monasteries and magnates. The second
phase of urbanisation of Silesia commences in the 1240s. The German law was then
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granted to the main stronghold-urban centres: Wrocław, Opole, Racibórz, Głogów,
Legnica and to part of former markets. In the second half of the 13th c. towns which
were functionally related to the development of rural settlement were also located.
A remarkable feature of the process of urbanisation of Silesia at that time is the monopolising of the location action by rulers of particular provincial duchies. These
rulers aimed at limiting urban investments which were undertaken by ecclesiastical
institutions and magnates.9 Only bishops of Wrocław still actively developed the urban network in their territorial rule around Nysa and Otmuchów. Dukes made use of
urbanisation as a means of economic recovery of their provinces; it also served for
strengthening of the economic and the political basis of their territorial rule.10 The
basic urban network of this province was formed to the beginning of the 14th c. In
this period about 128 towns were located, i.e., c. 76% of all Silesian towns founded
in the Middle Ages.11 As noted by Marta Młynarska-Kaletynowa, the 13th c. urban
network was characterised by a generally regular layout and it was first of all adjusted to economic needs resulting from the development of rural colonisation and trade
exchange. Although it was related to the former system of strongholds and markets,
from a functional point of view it was essentially different from the local exchange
system in the pre-location period. That local exchange system was tightly related to
the administrative and economic needs of ducal power. 12
In other provinces the process of urbanisation developed much more slowly
than in Silesia. It was mainly related to the lower inflow of settlers from the West
and, in result of this, slower pace of rural colonisation. Only 29 towns were located
in the lands of Sandomierz and Kraków to the beginning of the 14th c., which is about
18% of all towns founded in Lesser Poland to the end of the 15th c. 13 The beginnings
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of formation of urban communes in the greatest centres of this province – Kraków
and Sandomierz – probably reach as far back as the 1220s. A systematic urbanisation of Lesser Poland, however, commences only in the second half of the 13th c. At
that time location privileges were granted to the main urban centres of the province
– Kraków in 1257 from Duke Bolesław the Shy and Sandomierz in 1286 from Duke
Leszek the Black. German law towns were mainly located in long settled territories
of the lands of Sandomierz and Kraków. On the other hand, to the beginning of the
14th c. the urbanisation did not reach territories to the east from the line of the Dunajec and the Wisła Rivers.14 New urban centres originated at the centres of ducal administration (castellan strongholds) and former markets; they were also founded as
trade and production centres of rural settlement and mining (ducal towns of Bochnia, Wieliczka, Olkusz and Episcopal Sławków). As opposed to Silesia, the greatest
role in the organisation of the location action in Lesser Poland was played not by the
duke (10 towns), but by the Church. Monasteries organised 11 and bishops – 6 locations (including 4 towns located by bishops of Kraków). To a much lesser degree
than in ecclesiastical estates the urbanisation encompassed estates of Lesser Poland’s
magnates (2 towns). 15
The process of urbanisation of Greater Poland, Cuiavia and the land of Sieradz
and Łęczyca commences in the 1250s. To c. 1300 38 towns were located in the
Poznań-Kalisz province, which is 25% of all towns (152) which originated to the
end of the 15th c. A similar stage of development was achieved at that time by the urban network in Cuiavia and the land of Dobrzyń, where 9 towns were located, and
in the land of Sieradz and Łęczyca – 17 locations, which is 27% and 24% respectively of all location initiatives to 1500.16 The degree of density of the urban network in these provinces was very uneven. As it comes out from the research by Jacek Wiesiołowski, the main factor which defined the development of the network
of Greater Poland’s towns in the period of fragmentation were needs of long-dis14
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tance trade. 85-90% of towns were situated at major trade routes, while needs of local trade influenced the urbanisation only in central and best populated parts of particular provincial duchies.17 In the 13th c. the majority of Greater Poland’s towns
were located next to castellan strongholds and markets (60%). Also in Cuiavia the
oldest towns were located in the central part of the province near ducal strongholds
and Episcopal and chapter seats.18 In general, in Greater Poland and Cuiavia the relation between urbanisation and the development of rural settlement is marked in a
much weaker way than in Silesia. Border zones between particular Piast provinces
and the northern and the north-western borderlands of Greater Poland remained beyond the reach of the location action. Territorial rulers were the most important organisers of locations in these three afore-mentioned provinces. In the land of Sieradz
and Łęczyca dukes located 13 (i.e., 76%) and ecclesiastical institutions – 4 towns.
In Cuiavia – 66% and 33% respectively. In Greater Poland, apart from Piast dukes
(63% of locations) and ecclesiastical property (16%), also nobility actively participated in the location action (21%). In the next century, its share in founding new
towns increased to 62%.
The factor which determined the urbanisation of Gdańsk Pomerania to the greatest degree was the Wisła route and the related long-distance trade. Only since the
mid-13th c. rulers of Pomerania began to grant the German law to urban settlements
which were originating at the centres of ducal administration. Before the conquest
of Gdańsk Pomerania by the Teutonic Order (1308-1309) the urban network in this
province consisted of seven towns, i.e., 33% of all towns located to the end of the
15th c. Probably in 1261-1263 the Lübeck law was granted to the German commune
which was developing in Gdańsk since c. 1225. In 1260 Duke Sambor confirmed the
possession of the same law for the urban commune in Tczew. Its beginnings reach as
far back as the 1250s. In the 1280s and the 1290s the urban law was granted to centres along the River Wisła: Gniew (which since 1282 belonged to the Teutonic Order), Nowe and Świecie. Before 1308 the process of creation of two new urban settlements (Tuchola and Chojnice) in the south-western part of the duchy began, near
the trade route to the Neumark. Organisers of the location action in Gdańsk Pomerania were dukes of Pomerania and the Teutonic Order (the location of Gniew).19
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In the 13th c. the urbanisation processes touched Masovia to a small degree
only. There, the reception of the new model of the town was related to the reconstruction of urban settlements at main ducal (Płock, Ciechanów, Pułtusk, Warszawa)
and Episcopal (Łowicz) strongholds.20
In the early 14th c. the urban network in the Polish lands consisted of about 234
towns, with as many as 128 (55%)21 urban centres being situated in Silesia. This
province, analogously to Gdańsk Pomerania, was outside the borders of the Kingdom of Poland, rebuilt by Władysław the Ell-high (the Short) and Kazimierz the
Great. One’s attention is drawn to a very diversified course of urbanisation of the
Polish lands, both with regard to the pace and the intensity of location initiatives, as
well as concerning functions of new urban centres. In Silesia in the 13th c. the basic
framework of the urban network was formed. In other provinces (with the exception of Masovia) the saturation of the land with towns c. 1300 was about 1/4 to 1/3
of the status from the late 15th c. As it results from the analysis of data gathered by
Henryk Samsonowicz, in the period before Kazimierz’s the Great ascension to the
throne the process of town locations in the Polish lands was the most intensive at the
end of the 13th c. 22 There are, however, some temporal differences between particular provinces. In Silesia the culmination of the location action falls on the last decade of the 13th c. (27 centres). The course of urbanisation of this province is also in
a perfect accordance with the dynamics of urbanisation of Central and Eastern Europe, where the curve of town locations reaches its absolute maximum in the last two
decades of the 13th c. 23 In Greater Poland most location initiatives occurred in 12951305 (19), while in Lesser Poland in the last three decades of the 13th c. the pace of
urbanisation was quite steady (5-7 urban locations per decade). It must be stressed
that also with regard to serving the local trade at the turn of the 13th and the 14th c.
old markets functioned in parallel with new location towns. C. 1300 the Polish lands
were still relatively weakly urbanised as compared with the neighbouring countries.
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Only in Silesia the density of the urban network – on average 1 town per c. 360 km²
– was similar to the neighbouring countries. In Lusatia 1 town fell on average on
320 km², in Brandenburg and Mecklenburg on 370 km² and in Western Pomerania
on 460 km². The density of the urban network in other Piast provinces was far below these figures. In Cuiavia with the land of Dobrzyń 1 town fell on 1220 km², in
the land of Sieradz and Łęczyca on 1043 km², in Greater Poland proper on 860 km²,
and in Gdańsk Pomerania on 2120 km². Analogously to entire Central-Eastern Europe, where 90% of pre-1300 locations were small centres,24 also in the Polish lands
small centres greatly dominated. Their surface was up to 10 ha and they had a few
hundreds of inhabitants. Henryk Samsonowicz has found out that at the turn of the
13th and the 14th c. in the Polish lands there were around 64 towns with more than
1000 inhabitants.25
In result of the location and granting the settlement with the urban law in the
location privilege a community of citizens came into being – “communio civium,”
“communitas burgensium,” or “communitas civium.” It has its legal personality and
it was considered by the lord of the town as a legal entity. The urban law governed
civil and criminal affairs, it provided the commune with its own jurisdiction. Its
members were given personal freedom and hereditary and transferable right to the
land. However, it did not exempt the town from the territorial power and it did not
create self-government.26 Max Weber believed that the urban autonomy as expressed
in its freedom to shape relations with the territorial power and judicial and administrative independence was the basic feature that characterised the western European
town.27 It must be underlined, however, that both communal autonomy and communal self-government were formed in a gradual way, and the dynamics of this process
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chiefly depended on the economic and social potential of the town and the power relation between the territorial power and the urban commune. The process of communalisation or shaping the urban autonomy basically contained two interrelated elements. On the one hand, the commune issued legal norms and created administrative
and police bodies in order to provide its members with appropriate conditions for
social activities. Another aspect of shaping the autonomy was related to taking over
and limiting the rights of the territorial power by burghers and taking over the regalia by the commune. In the first phase of communalisation in Central and East-Central European town communal judicial and administrative bodies were shaped. This
usually led to the formation of the council system, i.e., to taking over of the administrative power by the town council and subjecting the jurisdiction to it. It was at this
stage of development of autonomy that the largest towns in the Polish lands were c.
1300. The most important urban power was still the office of the hereditary mayor,
who represented the territorial lord in the town. Initially, its role was not only limited to presiding over the communal jury, which constituted of aldermen elected from
among the burghers. He also exercised administrative power and represented the
town outside; he also presided over assemblages of citizens.
Main constitutional changes in towns in the Polish lands in the second half of
the 13th c. consisted in strengthening the position of the town council. Initially, the
scope of rights of councillors was limited to affairs related to the organisation of
trade and the control of prices, measures and weights. In the course of the economic and social development of the urban commune the scope of power of the council
increased. This process is well-visible on the example of Kraków, where in 1264 the
council was still behind the board of aldermen. On the other hand, in the charter issued by Duke Henryk IV Probus (the Rightful) in 1289/1290, the Kraków councillors were mentioned in the first place, before the aldermen.28 The increase in competences of the council chiefly took place at the cost of the mayor’s office, which
led to conflicts between mayors and communes. This process was marked at the earliest time and in the clearest way in Wrocław, where in 1275 burghers charged the
mayor with abuse of power. Upon the request of the commune the duke dismissed
the mayor and deprived the mayor’s office of its steady benefices. Since then, the incomes of officiating mayors were limited to a share in judicial fines. The next stage
of the decrease in importance of the hereditary mayor was the lost conflict with the
council in 1306 concerning incomes from urban enterprises, land rends and fines for
breaking legal disposals (Willkür). The process of formation of the council system in
Wrocław ended with the commune buying out the mayor’s office in 1324-1329 and
taking over the control of the judicial mayor’s office.29 In other Polish towns c. 1300
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communal self-government bodies did not yet pose a threat to the position of hereditary mayors. In Poznań Władysław the Ell-high limited the scope of competences of
the mayor’s office to jurisdiction after Mayor Przemko had been expelled from the
town c. 1313. The increase in importance of the Poznań council at the beginning of
the 14th c. is also testified to by the formation (the first mention in 1310) of its chairman, i.e., the provost.30 In the majority of Polish towns this function, however, will
appear as late as in the first half of the 14th c. In the second half of the 13th c. the process of taking over the income from the market regale by the commune commenced.
In Wrocław in 1266 the duke sold shambles, part of stalls in the Market Square and
incomes from market and road tolls to burghers. In the privileges of 1271 and 1273
the town received the right to build bread and shoemaker stalls and lead scales. In
1280 Duke Przemysł II granted the council of Poznań with part of the income from
the market regale (rents from shambles, stalls and bread stalls)31. On the other hand,
there is no evidence for the interception of ducal and mayor’s incomes from the market regale by the Kraków commune before 1311. Analogously, also in other large
towns in Lesser Poland (Sandomierz, Bochnia) rents from stalls belonged in the second half of the 13th c. to the hereditary mayor and the duke.32
The increase in competences of town councils and the limitation of the administrative power of the mayor was not accompanied, however, by the process of bodies of the urban self-government becoming independent from the territorial power.
In Wrocław until 1327 newly-elected councillors took an oath of fidelity to the duke.
In other Silesian towns it was as late as in the mid-14th c. that the process of acquisition of right to freely elect the council and the jury by the communes can be seen.33 In
the towns of the Kingdom of Poland the monarch retained the influence on the personal composition of self-government bodies to the end of the Middle Ages. Even
the Wrocław commune, where the development of the communal system proceeded
fairly quickly in the second half of the 13th c., still had to pay contributions to Duke
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Bolko I in 1299-1301. These contributions were up to 85% of the urban income.34
The economic development of towns and the development of communal self-government was related to construction of masonry fortifications. In Wrocław the construction of brick defensive walls was commenced c. 1260, in Poznań c. 1280 and in
Kraków and Sandomierz in 1286.35 Town walls provided the commune with reasonable safety from danger and they enabled the town to undertake own political activities, independently from the ruler. They were also a significant factor in shaping the
distinct identity of burghers36.
At the turn of the 13th and the 14th c. the largest towns in the Polish land were
generally behind large towns of other regions of Central Europe (Brandenburg,
Mecklenburg Pomerania, the state of the Teutonic Order in Prussia) with regard to
the development of the communal autonomy. It seems that the most significant retardations are notable with regard to taking over the market regale and the formation
of the council system. To the end of the 13th c. both councils of economically strong
maritime towns (Wismar, Stralsund, Rostock) and those of economically weaker
Brandenburg towns managed to liberate themselves from the jurisdiction of hereditary mayors and burgraves. They took over legislative competences concerning the
passing of legal disposals (Willkür) and guild statutes and they acquired (most often
via purchase) the rulers’ economic rights: the market regale, the milling regale, the
minting regale and toll incomes.37 The process of taking over the rights of the ducal power and taking over the mayor’s office by self-government bodies in towns of
Szczecin Pomerania proceeded at a slower pace. In Szczecin the importance of the
mayor’s office started to decline in the first half of the 14th c., and until the mid-14th
c. the Szczecin town council managed to take over the majority of ducal rights.38 At
the turn of the 13th and the 14th c. the council system was formed in the largest towns
of the state of the Teutonic Order in Prussia, in Toruń, Chełmno and Elbląg, and the
councils of these centres managed to take over the majority of incomes from the
market regale.39 It must be underlined, however, that the acquisition of judicial com34
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petences of the hereditary mayor by the councils did not mean the acquisition of independence from the territorial power. It was only in the 14th c. that part of large and
medium-sized towns in Brandenburg managed to eliminate the ruler’s influence on
the appointment of the judge’s office and take over the feudal lord’s income from the
urban jurisdiction. For instance, in Stendal – Mark’s largest town – still in 1345 the
margrave confirmed his right to accept the election of new aldermen and it was only
in 1427 that Margrave Johann pledged his judicial incomes to the council of Stendal.40 A common feature of the urban landscape in all regions of Central Europe was
a very limited constitutional independence of small towns. The majority of them did
not manage to take over ducal judicial and economic rights. In many small Polish,
Pomeranian, Prussian or Brandenburg towns the territorial ruler still reserved the
right to appoint the mayor and to confirm the election of councillors and aldermen.41
The urban way of life was distinct from the rural one and was first of all remarkable for a great intensity of social contacts and an easiness of exchange of ideas and
ways of action. It also defined the peculiarity of development of the urban culture.42
The location breakthrough was related to the formation of a new urban culture in the
Polish lands, which came together with settlers from German countries. Alongside
with the reception of the model of the location town the Polish lands were included
in the 13th c. into the uniform sphere of urban culture, which encompassed Central
Europe and the Baltic zone. As compared with the previous period, new patterns appear, which are different from the Slavonic tradition. These patterns concern food,
costume, household utensils and new building techniques. New research points to
the sudden and radical nature of change in the living conditions taking part in urban
spheres in the course of the 13th c. In the initial phase of the formation of a town a
parallel existence of elements of the traditional Slavonic way of life and elements of
the new culture can be noted. However, in the course of some decades – in Silesian
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and Western Pomeranian towns this process is notable just c. 1300 – it came to the
assimilation of the Slavonic population with new cultural patterns.43 The way of perceiving the space is also an expression of the new urban culture, which is notable at
the turn of the 13th and the 14th c. A complexity of the spatial structure of the location
town caused the appearance of a new conceptual apparatus, such as names of streets,
squares and wynds, by means of which the urban space is described and arranged.44
In sources from the late 13th and the early 14th c. burghers in the Polish lands are often referred to as the German milieu, especially in the context of conflicts with nobility and dukes.45 Such a way of perceiving resulted to a degree from the ethnically
German structure of urban ruling groups. There is no doubt, however, that in contrary to reservations stated in location privileges the Polish population was also admitted to the urban law. This German nature of towns is therefore first of all to be understood as the expression of distinctness of the urban culture from indigenous patterns.
In the second half of the 13th c. in all countries of Central Europe a growing political activity of towns can be seen. Since the 1270s Pomeranian towns act as an
independent political factor which independently influences the fate of the country.46 Since the 1260s towns of Mecklenburg and Pomerania independently make alliances and confederations in order to secure peace in the country and the safety of
trade. The influence of Brandenburg towns on the country’s political affairs is better marked since the late 13th c., when the power of the Ascanians began to weaken.47 At that time first attempts of Polish towns at getting involved in the political life
of particular provinces and carrying out independent policy can be seen. In Silesia
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and in Greater Poland towns form confederations in order to secure order and safety, with consent of territorial rulers. In 1298 four towns of Greater Poland: Poznań,
Gniezno, Pyzdry and Kalisz received ducal competences from Władysław the Ellhigh with regard to prosecution of thieves and other criminals. In 1302 this alliance
was confirmed by the Kingdom’s Bailiff Friedrich in the name of King Vaclav II. It
can be assumed that the alliance of four towns, which was joined by other towns of
Greater Poland in the course of time, survived as a political entity which participated in securing the public order in the province to the mid-14th c. 48 In 1310 in Głogów
8 towns in the territory of the rule of the Głogów dukes (Głogów, Żagań, Wschowa,
Kożuchów, Szprotawa, Góra, Ścinawa and Lubin), represented by hereditary mayors, provosts and councillors formed a confederation in order to jointly pursue and
prosecute criminals.49
The largest towns of particular provinces also played a significant role in political conflicts between particular Piast dukes and in the rivalry for the crown of the
Kingdom. A particular role with regard to that was played by Kraków. For the first
time Kraków burghers undertook independent political activity in 1285, when they
supported Duke Leszek the Black during the rebellion of Lesser Poland’s nobility.50
In the course of struggle for the Kraków throne and reuniting of the state the majority
of towns opted for the Přemyslids or Silesian dukes. A hostile attitude of large towns
towards Władysław the Ell-high can be quite clearly seen in the first two decades of
the 14th c. In 1306 Kraków and Wieliczka opposed to Władysław the Ell-high, who
attempted at seizing Lesser Poland when King Vaclav III was still alive.51 After the
death of the last Přemyslid Kraków submitted to the Ell-high. In order to secure favour of the mayor and the burghers the duke issued a charter confirming the hitherto privileges and extending the judicial competences of the commune, especially
with regard to judicial cases of burghers with persons from outside the town. 52 These
activities yielded no permanent results, as in 1311 – in late Summer, as suggested
by Jerzy Wyrozumski – burghers of Kraków, led by Mayor Albert, rebelled against
Duke Władysław the Ell-high and called Duke Bolesław of Opole to the throne. At
the same time the mayors of Sandomierz (who originated from the Kraków burghers) and possibly also Wieliczka rebelled against the Ell-high.53 It can be supposed
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that the hitherto ruler of Lesser Poland was supported by burghers of Nowy Sącz,
who counted on strengthening their economic position at the expense of Kraków.
In 1313 Mayor Przemko and part of Poznań burghers opposed against the rule of
Władysław the Ell-high. They favoured the rule of the Głogów dukes. The attitude
of burghers, however, was not unanimous, as part of the ruling group in Poznań intended to make a compromise with the Ell-high, who was also supported by inhabitants of Pyzdry and Kalisz.54 In 1306 also inhabitants of Brześć in Cuiavia opted for
the submission to his rule55.
Independent political activities, aimed against rulers of Gdańsk Pomerania,
were also carried out by burghers of Gdańsk and Tczew in the second half of the
13th c. In 1271 during the civil war in Gdańsk Pomerania, when Duke Mściwój of
Gdańsk was busy with fighting Duke Sambor II of Tczew and Duke Siemomysł of
Cuiavia, burghers of Gdańsk and Tczew submitted to the rule of the margraves of
Brandenburg. In 1308, in the face of weakness of the rule of Władysław the Ell-high
in Gdańsk Pomerania, Gdańsk burghers again opened the town gates for Brandenburg troops.56 It is possible that the reluctance of the town of Gdańsk to the Ell-high
resulted i.a. from pro-Lübeck policy of the duke. In his privilege from 1298, in exchange for financial support in the struggle against King Vaclav II of Bohemia and
the margraves of Brandenburg, he exempted Lübeck merchants from the right of
shipwreck and all tolls and payments. Furthermore, he granted them with freedom of
trade and permitted them to establish a trade post upon the River Motława with full
judicial immunity.57
At the turn of the 13th and the 14th Wrocław also attempted at independently influencing the political fates of Silesia. In 1290 thanks to the support from burghers
Duke Henryk V the Fat of Legnica came to power in the Wrocław province. A rebellion of Wrocław burghers against his successor Duke Bolko I failed. Duke Bolko
burdened the town with grave financial payments. In 1301 burghers of Wrocław
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participated in negotiations concerning the calling of a new ruler after the death of
Bolko I.58
In hitherto literature we do not find an equivocal answer to the question concerning the reasons for rebellions of the largest Polish towns against the rule of
Władysław the Ell-high. Jerzy Wyrozumski points out the striving for tightening relations with economically better developed Bohemia and Silesia as the reason for
the political attitude of Kraków, which favoured the Přemyslids and Silesian dukes.59
Also Kazimierz Jasiński saw the reason for the pro-Brandenburg attitude of Gdańsk
in burghers’ striving for securing better conditions of economic activity.60 A different point of view was offered in recent years by Sławomir Gawlas. He analysed political activities of towns in the Polish lands at the turn of the 13th and the 14th c. and
considered them as aimed at obtaining the broadest possible scope of political and
legal-constitutional independence, according to the pattern of towns of the Empire.61
In his opinion the fulfilment of burgher political aspirations led to conflicts with the
territorial power and posed a threat for the political influences of the hitherto officeholding elite. Political aspirations of towns therefore provoked determined resistance of Polish nobility.62 This no doubt correct opinion does not exclude, however,
other motives, which resulted from local conditions and determined political activities of towns. It can also be noted that it was usually hereditary mayors who – as opposed to Western Pomeranian and German towns – were decisively influencing the
political attitude of towns. The relatively poorly developed communal system (with
the exception of Silesian towns) contributed to the fact that town councils which represented the commune usually had limited influence on urban policy.
The quelling of rebellions of Lesser Poland’s and Great Poland’s burghers and
repressions exercised by the Ell-high against Kraków, Sandomierz and Poznań had
a decisive influence on the further development of the political and the constitutional structure of the reviving Kingdom of Poland. It its political system – analogously
to Bohemia and Hungary – there was no room for political influences of the burgher class.63
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